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Introduction

• An important set of questions…


• …that the church has not always answered well.


• “The majority of religious interviewees with whom we spoke… could 
articulate nothing more about what their faith has to say about sex than a 
simple no-sex-before-marriage rule.  For most of them, this is the sum total 
of Christian teaching on sex.  For the most part, congregations are doing a 
terrible job of fashioning distinctively Christian sexual ethics.” - Mark 
Regnerus, Forbidden Fruit



A Modern Sexual Ethic

• Freedom


• Authenticity


• Identity


• Individuality


• Emotion


• “Expressive Individualism” - the belief that “each one of us has his/her own 
way of realizing our humanity, and it is important to find and live out one’s 
own, as against surrendering to conformity with a model imposed on us 
from the outside.” - Charles Taylor, A Secular Age



Outline for Today

• The vocation of marriage


• Homosexuality and the Bible


• The implausibility problem


• Friendship



Two questions from last time

• Why marriage?


• How should those who are not married think about marriage?



What is marriage?

• “[The Christian view of marriage is] not a ‘private judgment,’ applicable 
only to those already convinced of its truth. Rather, traditional marriage is 
a divine given, part of the fabric of creation and of the redeemed order in 
Christ. It shall not be revised but renewed in the kingdom of God — when 
the earthly parable or mystery yields to its heavenly consummation (Mark 
10:1-12; Eph. 5:21-33; Rev. 19:9).” 


- Wesley Hill, https://livingchurch.org/covenant/, July 11, 2018



A Divine Given

• God gives a gift (humanity, created male and female, in God’s image), and 
immediately tells us what it is for and what to do with it


• What about this pertains to marriage - and to sexual union - in particular?


• Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his 
wife, and they shall become one flesh. - Genesis 2:24


• What is marriage for?


• The permanent and exclusive union of two like-but-unlike


• The generation and sustenance of new life



Permanent and Exclusive…

Mark 10:1-12


And he left there and went to the region of Judea and beyond the Jordan, and crowds 
gathered to him again. And again, as was his custom, he taught them.


And Pharisees came up and in order to test him asked, “Is it lawful for a man to divorce 
his wife?” He answered them, “What did Moses command you?” They said, “Moses 
allowed a man to write a certificate of divorce and to send her away.” And Jesus said 
to them, “Because of your hardness of heart he wrote you this commandment. But 
from the beginning of creation, ‘God made them male and female.’ ‘Therefore a man 
shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become 
one flesh.’ So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined 
together, let not man separate.”


And in the house the disciples asked him again about this matter. And he said to them, 
“Whoever divorces his wife and marries another commits adultery against her, and if 
she divorces her husband and marries another, she commits adultery.” 



…but not eternal

For in the resurrection they neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are 
like angels in heaven. - Matthew 22:30


• Hebrews - ceremonial “types” pass away when we have the reality


• Rev 21-22 - everything completed


• Marriage is telling a story 

• Permanent, exclusive, covenantal union


• New Life



An Earthly Parable

• “Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, 
and the two shall become one flesh.” This mystery is profound, and I am 
saying that it refers to Christ and the church. - Ephesians 5:31-32


• The union of Christ and his church is described as being fruitful in the 
deepest sense:


• Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed 
away; behold, the new has come. - 2 Corinthians 5:17


• Jesus answered him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again 
he cannot see the kingdom of God.” - John 3:3



An Earthly Parable

• In other words, the 
one-flesh, life-
generating union of 
marriage points 
beyond itself (which 
simultaneously 
diminishes and 
elevates the 
importance of 
marriage)


• Important caveat:  this 
does not mean that 
marriages without 
children do not tell the 
same story or serve 
the same vocation

Bloodline, Big Family No. 5, Zhankg Xiaogang 張 曉剛 (1997, Chinese)



Losing the Plot

• But we’ve separated marriage from that story


• No longer one-flesh (no-fault divorce)


• No longer inextricably bound up with new life (birth control, ART, abortion)


• We’ve instead fit it into expressive individualism - it’s about emotional 
fulfillment, finding your true self, to be cast aside when it becomes a 
burden


• In this context, it is just not surprising that we are confused about the 
nature of marriage


• Nor is it surprising that proof-texts hold limited power.



Losing the Plot

• “Gay-marriage proponents succeeded so quickly because they showed 
the public that what they were fighting for was consonant with what most 
post-1960s Americans already believed about the meaning of sex and 
marriage. … [Too many Christians] fail to see that gay marriage, and the 
concomitant collapse of marriage among poor and working-class 
heterosexuals, makes perfect sense given the autonomous individualism 
sacralized by modernity and embraced by contemporary culture—indeed, 
by many who call themselves Christians.”


• - Rod Dreher



How have things changed so quickly?

• https://www.redeemer.com/redeemer-report/article/
the_bible_and_same_sex_relationships_a_review_article


• Recent arguments from Christians supporting gay marriage and 
homosexual behavior


• Matthew Vines, God and the Gay Christian


• Ken Wilson, A Letter to my Congregation


• Statements from Nicholas Wolterstorff and others


• Five basic types of arguments



How have things changed so quickly?

• 1) Personal narratives


• Extremely powerful, often extremely painful


• Friends, relatives


• But if knowing gay people is what changes our mind, the chances are 
good that are opposition to gay marriage was based on a caricature, 
even bigotry


• We should be glad to leave this behind


• We still have to ask - what does the text actually say?



How have things changed so quickly?

• 2) Historical Scholarship


• Vines and Wilson claim that scholarly research into the historical 
background show that biblical authors were not forbidding all same sex 
relationships, but only exploitative ones 


• Their argument is that Paul and other biblical writers had no concept of 
an innate homosexual orientation, that they only knew of exploitative 
homosexual practices, and therefore they had no concept of mutual, 
loving, same-sex relationships


• These arguments were made most persuasively in the 1980s (John 
Boswell, Robin Scroggs)



How have things changed so quickly?

• 2) Historical Scholarship


• But these arguments have since been refuted


• Non-exploitative homosexual relationships were known to Paul and 
his contemporaries


• Moreover, Paul could have used words specifically denoting 
exploitation, but did not


• William Loader, Sexuality in the New Testament; Robert Gagnon, The 
Bible and Homosexual Practice; Richard Hays, The Moral Vision of the 
New Testament, 



How have things changed so quickly?

• 3) Recategorization


• Gay marriage has been identified as a civil right, and opposition to it 
has been compared to support for slavery or segregation


•  But historians such as David L. Chappell, Mark Noll, and Rodney Stark 
have shown that using the Bible to support slavery was always 
controversial, whereas opposition to homosexual practice and gay 
marriage was the universally accepted position of the church until very 
recently.


• Misreadings of scripture are generally driven by cultural blinders; today, 
our cultural blinders are pushing us toward expressive individualism 
and a view of marriage that makes gay marriage far easier to support



How have things changed so quickly?

• 4) Loss of biblical authority


• Vines et al. assume that Leviticus 18:22 (“You shall not lie with a male 
as with a woman; it is an abomination.”) can be ignored as safely as the 
prohibition of eating shellfish


• This rejects the distinction between the moral and ceremonial law, and 
shifts the authority to determine what is and is not applicable to us


• In fact, if scripture is our authority, only scripture can tell us what is 
binding and what is not!



How have things changed so quickly?

• 4) Loss of biblical authority


• Prohibitions of homosexual behavior are repeated in the New 
Testament (Romans 1, 1 Corinthians 6, 1 Timothy 1)


• Jesus himself tells us that the food laws and other ceremonies have 
passed away (Mark 7, Acts 10)


• Romans 1, in particular, characterizes homosexuality as a failure to 
understand the created order - and God as creator - rather than as a 
violation of the ceremonial law (cf. also Acts 15)



How have things changed so quickly?

• 5) Being on the wrong side of history


• Development toward greater acceptance of homosexual behavior and 
gay marriage is inevitable


• But this is not a biblical way of interpreting history or its authority


• The gospel will always be offensive to every culture at some point


• And besides, this “progress” may be true in the West… but the world 
as a whole is growing more religious, more traditional, less focused on 
the individual - see Eric Kaufmann, Shall the Religious Inherit the Earth?



The Implausibility Problem

• Does our stance on marriage mean that Christianity closes off emotional 
intimacy to those who are same-sex attracted?

Portrait of an Artist/Pool with Two Figures, David Hockney (1972, English)



Some Important Distinctions

• Behavior v. “orientation” - the latter is not addressed by the Bible and is a 
more modern concept, related to identity


• “Our culture says, “You are your sexuality,” that the sexual feelings that 
you have are the most you — that is, the real you. For me, that’s just not 
the case. I want to use language that can describe an aspect of what is 
going on in my life, but which doesn’t imply that that is what defines me, 
or what is the center and heart of who I am.” - Sam Allberry



Some Important Distinctions

• Temptation v. sin (cf James 1:15, the Lord’s Prayer)


• (A live, remarkably civil, debate - Burk and Butterfield v. Belgau and Hill)


• Both temptation and sin are results of the fall and signs of disordered 
desires - in that sense, both are “sinful” (note how the 10th commandment 
forbids the desire for that which forbidden in the 7th)


• But in the process of sanctification, we can deny our sinful desires any 
authority in our lives - the mortification of such desires is itself part of 
sanctification


• Luther: “You cannot keep birds from flying over your head but you can 
keep them from building a nest in your hair.”



Some Important Distinctions

• Object v. expression


• “We’re constantly being told that same-sex sexual desire is disordered, 
which I accept… But when people . . . try to tell you how to order your 
desires, they always try to get you to keep the expression of desire the 
same, but change the object. … There is another way for desire to become 
ordered: same object, different expression. People who long for same-sex 
love and intimacy should maybe be encouraged to learn how to do that, 
since it is good, and holy, and beautiful.  - Eve Tushnet


• “I have previously pointed out that the language of “same-sex attraction” 
blurs the boundary between sexual desires that must be mortified and 
other ways of being drawn to a person, which are compatible with chaste 
friendship. Blurring different kinds of attraction in this way actually 
reinforces the Freudian idea that all attraction springs from sexual 
attraction. Both sides of this debate need to examine how their language 
could convey the wrong message.  - Ron Belgau



Being (Fully) Human

• “One… clear difference between Christianity and Judaism [and all other 
traditional religions] is the former’s entertainment of singleness as the 
paradigm way of life for its followers.” - Stanley Hauerwas


• The fact that Jesus and Paul were both single:


• Puts it beyond doubt that a single person fully bears the image of God.


• Relativizes the importance of marriage, in a society that made it an 
ultimate good.


• Notice that Ephesians 5 does the same thing - it lifts marriage up precisely by 
indicating how it points beyond itself!  This is key to understanding how the 
same person could have written Ephesians 5 and 1 Corinthians 7.



1 Corinthians 7

• In 1 Corinthians 7 Paul refers to a “gift” and a “calling”


• “	I wish that all were as I myself am. But each has his own gift from God, one 
of one kind and one of another.” - 1 Cor. 7:7


• “Only let each person lead the life that the Lord has assigned to him, and to 
which God has called him. This is my rule in all the churches.” - 1 Cor. 7:17


• The thrust of the chapter is a challenge to every Christian to ask - how can I 
best serve God, serve the church, serve others, from my present station?


• It doesn’t mean that one’s station will never change


• It doesn’t mean that Paul had no desire to be married; it does mean that 
his desire to serve the kingdom was primary 



What Marriage is (and is not) For

• Marriage is not the primary way God has addressed loneliness; there are 
aspects of loneliness that are not addressed by marriage


• The marriage of Adam and Eve was not an end in itself, even with regard to 
loneliness - rather, it was the foundation for other things that address 
loneliness, like more people, the expansion of the garden, etc.


• But our culture (where “our” can mean evangelical, western, American, etc.) 
has tended to treat marriage as the antidote for loneliness.


• This places burdens on marriage that it can’t bear - and at the same time 
downgrades all other forms of human community.



Restoring Friendship

• David and Jonathan


• Ruth and Naomi


• Hugenberger:  The 
bible isn’t against 
same-sex love; it’s 
against same-sex sex.

• “A friend loves at all times,” Proverbs 17:17 (cf. 18:24; 27:5-6, 9-10)


• “No longer do I call you servants, for the servant does not know what his master is 
doing; but I have called you friends, for all that I have heard from my Father I have 
made known to you.” - John 15:15
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Redefining Family

• Jesus simultaneously exalts marriage and family (Mt. 19:3-9, 19; Mk. 7:9-13), 
while challenging the ultimate good nature of traditional “family values”:


• “But Jesus answered them, ‘You are wrong, because you know neither the 
Scriptures nor the power of God. For in the resurrection they neither marry 
nor are given in marriage, but are like angels in heaven.’” - Matthew 
22:29-30


• “While he was still speaking to the people, behold, his mother and his 
brothers stood outside, asking to speak to him. But he replied to the man 
who told him, ‘Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?’ And 
stretching out his hand toward his disciples, he said, ‘Here are my mother 
and my brothers! For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my 
brother and sister and mother.’” - Matthew 12:46-50



Redefining Family

• “But it is not as though the word of God has failed. For not all who are 
descended from Israel belong to Israel, and not all are children of Abraham 
because they are his offspring, but ‘Through Isaac shall your offspring be 
named.’ This means that it is not the children of the flesh who are the children 
of God, but the children of the promise are counted as offspring.” - Romans 
9:6-8


• Paul speaks in familial terms to Timothy (2 Tim. 1:2), and speaks in numerous 
places of relationships in the church as family relationships



The Communion of the Saints

• In the church, the nature of the call to be fruitful and multiply is radically 
changed.


• But humanity has not changed:  it is still not good to be alone.


• Implications for our lives together, and for our witness


• “Bear one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ.” - Galatians 6:2


• John 13, 1 John - ample discussion of the requirement to love one another, 
with no mention of marriage



Where have these come from?
	 “Can a woman forget her nursing child,

	 	 that she should have no compassion 
on the son of her womb?

	 Even these may forget,

	 	 yet I will not forget you.

	 Behold, I have engraved you on the 
palms of my hands;

	 	 your walls are continually before me.

	 Your builders make haste;

	 	 your destroyers and those who laid 
you waste go out from you.

	 Lift up your eyes around and see;

	 	 they all gather, they come to you.

	 As I live, declares the LORD,

	 	 you shall put them all on as an 
ornament;

	 	 you shall bind them on as a bride 
does.

	 

	 


	 “Surely your waste and your desolate 
places

	 	 and your devastated land—

	 surely now you will be too narrow for your 
inhabitants,

	 	 and those who swallowed you up 
will be far away.

	 The children of your bereavement

	 	 will yet say in your ears:

	 ‘The place is too narrow for me;

	 	 make room for me to dwell in.’

	 Then you will say in your heart:

	 	 ‘Who has borne me these?


I was bereaved and barren, 
exiled and put away, 
but who has brought up these? 

Behold, I was left alone; 
from where have these come?’”


	 

- Isaiah 49:15-21
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